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About the speaker

Sam Lucido

▪ I am a CAD Services Manager and Senior Civil 
Designer with Haley & Aldrich, Inc.

▪ AutoCAD since early 1990s

▪ Civil 3D and Map 3D since 2007

▪ Technical Writer for AUGIWorld

▪ Autodesk Certified professional and Expert 
Elite Member

▪ Owner of CADproTips.com

▪ If I can teach you one thing and make you 
think then I have done my job



Summary

In this class you will learn how to create simple and complex linetypes. You 
will also learn techniques to create a compiled linetype library to use as a 
company standard. 

Most importantly, you’ll be able to bring back value to your employer and 
the knowledge to help you excel within your field.
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• Identify, change, and create linetype definitions.

• Create custom linetypes using fonts, lines, and shapes.

• Create and compile a complex linetype library using shapes.

• Create a tool palette with custom linetypes loaded and 
properties defined

Key Learning Objectives
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Download the Handout



Simple Linetypes

There are two types of linetypes: 
Simple and Complex. 

Simple linetypes consist of dashes 
and dots only. 



Complex Linetypes

There are two types of linetypes: 
Simple and Complex. 

Complex linetypes contain dashes 
and dots, but also can include text 
and shapes.



A,.5,-.12,["A",AU_LINES,S=.12,R=0,X=-.06,Y=-.06,U=0],-.12

A =  Alignment (required) – You can use an S

.5 =  Tells AutoCAD to draw a line .5 units.

-.12 =  Tells AutoCAD to place a space .12 units.

[      ] =  Enclose the text string and parameters.

A  =  Tells AutoCAD what to type for the text.

AU_LINES =  Text style used for the linetype (text).

S =  Scale of the font.  

R =  sets the rotation of the text to 0, relative to the line.

X =  is the x-offset (shifts the text along the x axis

Y =  is the y-offset (shifts the text along the y axis

U =  upright variable to control the position of the text.  

-.12 =  tells AutoCAD to place a space .12 units.



Can you just copy and paste to add new lines?



Express Tools Make Linetype Command

Create your geometry in AutoCAD how you would like your linetype to display.   

Draw a line 1 unit in length and place a piece of text (A) in the center of the line.  

Use DTEXT (NOT MTEXT); LINETYPES style with a .10 height and the MC (Middle 
Center) justification for the text.

Simply type the trim command and trim the line around the text. Your image 
should look like shown below.



Creating a Complex Linetype with Fonts

We need to first create a new text style in AutoCAD and give it a unique name.

Use the Arial Font, Regular Style, and a 0 height.  Very important!



Making three new linetypes
• Create a new text style in AutoCAD named WINGLINES and give it a 0 height



Making Shapes in AutoCAD

Shapes are named SOLIDCIRCLE, SOLIDBOX and SOLIDARROW. 

Check your folder to see if the shapes have been created and 
compiled (shp and shx). 



Make the Linetypes with Shapes
1. Command: MKLTYPE

2. Select a ".LIN" file: <C:\xxxx\mylines.lin>: 

3. Enter linetype name: Specify a linetype name  TRI-LINE

4. Linetype description: Specify a linetype description LINE WITH ARROW

5. Starting point for line definition: Specify a starting point (Point 1 below)

6. Ending point for line definition: Specify an ending point (Point 2 below)

7. Select objects: Select the two objects from the left to right.  



Compiling the Shape Library



Adding lines to the Tool Palette



Class Survey: 
Be sure to fill out the class survey 

located on the app.

Instructions: 
Open the app 

Click on the classes tap 

Select the class

Click the “Take Survey” button at the bottom

How did I do?



Thank you!

#AU2018

My name is Sam Lucido and I am CADproTips
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